
The Bilderberg Group 
 
This very powerful group wasn’t given the attention it deserves in “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” simply because to do so would have made the book that much longer 
since there’s so much to this “conspiracy”.  What this situation does do is support my 
supposition that “They” are ubiquitous and are essentially running the show.  Bilderberg 
was brought back into the mix to show how far gone this country really is; at least if you 
consider the Constitution the Law of the Land and not some “living document” that needs 
to account for…well I’ll let David Rockefeller and his band of merry maker criminal 
bankstas’ choice, Manchurian Candidate Barak Obama explain (from “Wyoming 
Lawmakers Oppose Constitutional Convention”, WorldNetDaily.com, December 16, 
2008):   

Melody Barnes, a senior domestic policy adviser to the Obama campaign, has told 
Fox News, Obama's "view is that our society isn't static and the law isn't static as 
well. That the Constitution is a living and breathing document and that the law 
and the justices who interpret it have to understand that."  

WND also reported Obama believes the Constitution is flawed, because it fails to 
address wealth redistribution, and he says the Supreme Court should have 
intervened years ago to accomplish that.  

Obama told Chicago's public station WBEZ-FM that "redistributive change" is 
needed, pointing to what he regarded as a failure of the U.S. Supreme Court under 
Chief Justice Earl Warren in its rulings on civil rights issues in the 1960s. 

The Warren court, he said, failed to "break free from the essential constraints" in 
the U.S. Constitution and launch a major redistribution of wealth. But Obama, 
then an Illinois state lawmaker, said the legislative branch of government, rather 
than the courts, probably was the ideal avenue for accomplishing that goal. 

In the 2001 interview, Obama said: 
If you look at the victories and failures of the civil rights movement and its 
litigation strategy in the court, I think where it succeeded was to invest formal 
rights in previously dispossessed people, so that now I would have the right to 
vote. I would now be able to sit at the lunch counter and order and as long as I 
could pay for it I’d be OK  
But, the Supreme Court never ventured into the issues of redistribution of wealth, 
and of more basic issues such as political and economic justice in society. To that 
extent, as radical as I think people try to characterize the Warren Court, it wasn't 
that radical. It didn't break free from the essential constraints that were placed by 
the Founding Fathers in the Constitution, at least as it's been interpreted, and the 
Warren Court interpreted in the same way, that generally the Constitution is a 
charter of negative liberties. Says what the states can't do to you. Says what the 
federal government can't do to you, but doesn't say what the federal government 
or state government must do on your behalf. 



And that hasn't shifted and one of the, I think, tragedies of the civil rights 
movement was because the civil rights movement became so court-focused I 
think there was a tendency to lose track of the political and community organizing 
and activities on the ground that are able to put together the actual coalition of 
powers through which you bring about redistributive change. In some ways we 
still suffer from that. 

By the way did anybody catch the name of the title from which this passage was 
extracted?  Funny I didn’t hear about a CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION on FOX 
sNEWS, did you?  Ah screw it at least I knew it was Britney’s Spears’ birthday two 
weeks ago.  Well let’s not get sidetracked with annoying details. 

The Bilderberg Group was the brainchild of multiple gang banker types in the earlier 
fifties including one David Rockefeller, Averell Harriman, Bedell Smith, and John 
McCloy in the United States and some guy Prince Bernhard over in the Netherlands.  
That such an entity exists is of no doubt; David Rockefeller discusses it in his own 
memoirs, we’ll cite the New York Slimes umm Times later on and of course the 
“conspiracy kooks” are all over this thing as documented in “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution”.   And of course David blames the “conspiracy theorists” for the negative 
reaction to this situation by treating this whole thing like some kind of rotary club 
meeting as opposed to the nefarious secret gathering of global banking, political, media 
and educational elites that it is. 

For now let’s take a brief look at the characters just mentioned so as to establish where 
this group is really coming from. Gang banker extraordinaire David Rockefeller (along 
with his familial predecessors) has been covered extensively on this website (see 1984 
link on the New Age page on this site for starters) and in the “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” as well.  The name Harriman should sound familiar as he is the 
descendant of those that essentially monopolized the rail road industry in the late 
nineteenth century and supplied shipping to the its larger compatriot Rockefeller 
Standard Oil cabal.  In addition, in the twenties he teamed with fellow gang banker JP 
Morgan to give the “enemies of capitalism” those raspy Ruskies their first bank, 
Ruskombank. (Before you ask, the answer is yes, it’s that bad but at least he wasn’t 
forming an industrial giant like say IG Farben that was the Rockefellers’ gift to the 
Nazis.)  A minor leaguer relative to the Rockefeller/JP Morgan/Rothschild parasite 
criminal banksta consortium but obviously in the mix nonetheless.   Bedell Smith was 
CIA director at the time. Aside from the obvious angle of psychological warfare like say 
the concept of a sedated, enslaved “imbecile majority” paying homage to the “Federal” 
“Reserve” banksta parasites without a peep except for the “conspiracy theorists” the CIA 
is very much involved in the planning and securing these TREASONOUS annual secret 
meetings.  John McCloy is an interesting character indeed with a resume that spans the 
entire high level political/economic/intelligence spectrum that is essentially the 
playground of the gang bankers.  In the intelligence realm he was one of the founders of 
the OSS (Office of Strategic Services) the forerunner to the modern CIA and an anti-
Founding Father of the CIA itself.  In the economic he served as chairman to David 
Rockefeller’s Chase Manhattan Bank.  Recall that Chase Manhattan was the combination 
of gang banker Rockefeller family’s Manhattan Bank with foreign banksta parasite Paul 



Warburg’s Chase Bank; both of these family names are directly tied to the creation of the 
TREASONOUS “Federal” “Reserve” Bank that happens to be at the core of this once 
great nation’s downfall.  Now what’s even better is that he served as one time chairman 
to the World Bank.  This is the UN-Dead’s (we all know by now that the TREASONOUS 
Rockefeller family purchased and donated the place’s land in Mystery, Babylon) 
international answer to “our” “Federal” “Reserve” umm Bank.  And who represented the 
United States for the founding of the UN-dead associated World Bank at the banksta 
sponsored Bretton Woods economic conference in 1944? Hiding behind Curtain number 
one…convicted Communist spy Harry Dexter White.  Let’s hear it for the commies. Isn’t 
this fun?  By the way, current World Bank President is Robert Zoellick, Bilderberg 
attendee.  As an aside, Mr. Zoellick served as an executive at fellow Bilderberg/gang 
banker/eugenics supporter Warren Bilderberg attendee Buffet’s Goldman Sachs, the 
Fannie Mae Federal fascist institution at the center of our current economic malaise, the 
eco wacko/America sucks World Wildlife Fund and least but not least the Council on 
Foreign Relations (CFR), the nefarious group which supplies large numbers of “our” 
political elites that originated as a result of England’s Round Table Groups that in turn 
took their cue from philosopher Plato in their bid to overtake the world via Communism.   

How’s that for a summary?  

Continuing, in the political realm this guy McCloy served on the Warren Commission.  
This was the commission that “solved” the Kennedy Assassination with a multi-volume 
sleeper to sedate the “imbecile majority” into believing the lone assassin debacle that 
somehow missed asking a whole host of stupid questions like how is it that the pristine 
“magic bullet” that was “found” in Dallas Parkland’s Hospital was HEAVIER than the 
fragments taken from the wounded governor of Texas and the executed ummm 
assassinated JFK that supposedly caused the multiple wounds in both because it had to 
since alleged assassin Lee Harvey Oswald (whose 8 hour interview with authorities was 
never recorded) physically could only have gotten off three shots and two were already 
accounted for.   This is like say a Commission of political hacks putting out a three inch 
thick sleeper investigating how a group of 19 Islamic radicals were allowed to congregate 
at one of the busiest airports in the world and get on four different airliners after most had 
been tracked by law enforcement from sea to shining sea for several YEARS prior 
because they were doing odd things like taking flying lessons where they showed a keen 
interest in flying but not landing.  Oh yeah it was this “wall of separation” between our 
intelligence agencies set up by the (Bilderberg) Clintons who were obviously too busy 
lambasting Bill’s bimbos and compromising national security with things like facilitating 
illegal immigration for votes and Chinese intelligence “donors” to worry about stupid 
little details like American hating radical Muslims wanting to fly planes and not land 
them. Sorry.   

Go back to SLEEP nice, playful and at times quite Inconvenient (Truth) “imbecile 
majority”….. 

Where was I? Oh yeah, the brain trust that founded the Bilderberg Group.  Last but 
certainly not least we have Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands.  This is an interesting 
partnership and represents the Rockefeller gang banker family taking its monopolistic 
show on the international road.  Not only did Dutch Prince Bernhard work for 



Rockefeller financed Nazi war machine (TREASON anyone?) IG Farben he was an 
executive of Royal Dutch Shell (what we know in the Late Great USA as Shell Oil) that 
was a combination of English and Netherlands companies that was formed in the early 
twentieth century to compete with…Rockefeller’s Standard Oil monolith of American 
economic power.  Additionally, the lovely prince was a member of Hitler’s SS lovelies 
that were the pinnacle of the “Aryan Race” as one had to be of 200 year minimum Nordic 
lineage to belong.  The SS was the worst of the worst in Hitler’s bid for “race hygiene” 
that was founded in the theory of eugenics which got started in these very United States 
with the guidance of American Birth Control League of Margret Sanger whose buddies 
included early twentieth century America sucks radicals like Emma Goldman.  By the 
way funding much of lovely Maggie’s population control eugenics “research” that served 
as the inspiration to a certain group of German rabble rousers and a certain Bohemian 
corporal’s “race hygiene” came from TA DA….the Rockefeller family.   

Just in case anybody doubts that a meeting of hundreds of a veritable international who’s 
who of political, economic, media and even religious elites (a brief list includes David 
Rockefeller, Henry Kissinger, both Clintons, “conservative” Rupert Murdoch, “liberal” 
Senator John Kerry, “conservative” Senator Trent Lott, “capitalist” Warren Buffett, 
“liberal” Steven Spielberg, the Pope, etc. etc.) or thinks that such a thing is the paranoia 
of “conspiracy theorists” like yours truly let’s look at some excerpts at a story from gang 
banker rag fish wrapper New York Slimes ummm Times, hardly a friend to the John 
Birch Society or the Minutemen (or idiot Christians for that matter): 

The Nation: Conspiracy Theorists Unite; A Secret Conference Though to Rule the 
World (from New York Times 7/11/94 on NewYorkTimes.com). 

Since its first meeting 50 years ago, the Bilderberg conference, a secretive 
gathering of global power brokers, has inspired layer upon layer of conspiracy 
theories, which it has done little to dispute. Over the years, the deeds laid at the 
conference’s devious door have included the creation of the European Union, the 
invasion of Iraq, and the bombing of Serbia – all to service its most cherished 
goal: the creation of world government.  

Roughly 130 delegates attend the invitation-only annual gatherings, named for the 
Dutch hotel where the first Bilderberg conference was held in May 1954, to 
debate issues surrounding the cold war.   

The meetings are hardly a monument to transparency.  The hotels involved are 
usually closed off to guests.   

Unlike the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, journalists are not 
invited to cover it – although a few attend as participants – and all delegates 
promise to keep quiet about what they hear and say. 

“They do not have to sign anything, but they understand that they do not talk,” 
said Maja Banck-Polderman, the organization’s executive secretary.  In a 
telephone interview, she said she was the only employee at the Bilderberg 
administrative office in Leiden, the Netherlands.   



Let this “conspiracy theorist” break in here.  This vow of silence brings to mind these all 
too relevant quotes from “Progressive” Woodrow Wilson, tool of the gang bankers and 
signer of the TREASONOUS “Federal” “Reserve” act into law (my friends these are 
from around 100 years ago): 

Yet that is but a single small detail illustrative of the difficulties we are in because 
we have not adjusted the law to the facts of the new order. 

Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men’s views confided to me privately. 
Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and 
manufacture, are afraid of somebody, are afraid of something. They know that 
there is a power so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, 
so persuasive that prudent men had better not speak above their breath when they 
speak in condemnation of it”. (Woodrow Wilson, “The New Freedom”, New 
York City: Doubleday, Page and Company, 1913 p. 13-14.) 

…the present organization of business was meant for the big fellows and was not 
meant for the little fellows; that it was meant for those who are at the top and was 
meant to exclude those at the bottom; that it was meant to shut out beginners, to 
prevent new entries into the race, to prevent the building up of competitive 
enterprises that would interfere with the monopolies the great trusts have built up 
(ibid, p. 16-17). 

Let’s take a few more passages from Woodrow Wilson, “conspiracy theorist” before 
getting back to the main body since they are directly related to what’s being discussed…. 

These next ones sound like they could have been written last week as ex-Goldman Sachs 
CEO and current Bush gang banker Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson doles out “free” 
government (fiat) money to places like well Goldman Sachs: 

There has come over the land that un-American set of conditions which 
enables a small number of men who control the government to get favors from the 
government;…You cannot begin such an enterprise as those that have made 
America until you have succeeded in obtaining the good-will of large allied 
capitalists.  Is that freedom? That is dependence, not freedom. (ibid, p. 18-19)   

Now does the descendant of the founders of the Standard Oil Trust David Rockefeller’s 
support of the eco wackos who stifle every energy alternative except the already 
established oil companies (i.e., Standard Oil offshoots) make more sense?  

We are getting a bit off track here but let’s continue with the very relevant writings of 
“conspiracy theorist” Woodrow Wilson whose words of a century ago could have been 
written in an editorial page of the New York Slimes umm Times; if that disgraceful tool 
of the criminal bankstas had a shred of integrity that is.  Those secret Bilderberg meetings 
where people like Obama and Hillary attend with NO coverage from the Slimes umm 
Times conform to this “conspiracy theorist’s” view that there are no political parties: 

Men said: “We vote; we are offered the platform we want; we elect men who 
stand on that platform, and we get absolutely nothing”.  So they begin to ask: 



“What is the use of voting? We know that the machines of both parties are 
subsidized by the same persons, and therefore it is useless to turn in either 
direction” (ibid p. 27) 

Again “conspiracy theorist” Woodrow Wilson sounds like he could be writing for the 
Slimes umm Times in December 2008.  By the way did anybody get wind of the fact that 
the banks who received 25 billion with a “b” of taxpayer money (it isn’t really since the 
gang bankers just printed even more fake money but that’s another story) and are refusing 
to say where it went or that 350 billion with a “b” of taxpayer (fiat) money has been 
released from the 700 billion with a “b” bailout extravaganza without nay a comment 
much less an oversight by our (to quote the Georgia Guidestones) “useless officials”? 

It is necessary, in the second place, to give society command of its own 
economic life again by denying to those who conduct the great modern operations 
of business the privacy that used to belong properly enough to men who used only 
their own capital and their individual energy in business…If there is nothing to 
conceal, then why conceal it? If it is a public game, then why not come out into 
the open and play it in public? (ibid, 112-113)   

Yeah David Rockefeller, listen to “conspiracy theorist” Woodrow Wilson.  Why hold 
those rotary club Bilderberg meetings in such secrecy?  Just one more tid bid from 
“conspiracy theorist” Woodrow Wilson that will help ILLUMINATE the “imbecile 
majority” on its “freedom” (think gang banker owned “Federal” “Reserve” bank): 

A great industrial nation is controlled by its system of credit.  Our system of credit 
is privately concentrated.  The growth of the nation, therefore, and all our 
activities are in the hands of a few men who, even if their action be honest and 
intended for public interest, are necessarily concentrated upon the great 
undertakings in which their own money is involved and who necessarily, by very 
reason of their own limitations, chill and check and destroy genuine economic 
freedom (ibid, p. 186) 

Let’s continue with our original New York Slimes umm Times article from 1994 just in 
case anyone still thinks I’m the kook for saying essentially there are no political parties 
anymore; they merely exist to fool the “imbecile majority” into thinking they still have a 
say as to what goes on. 

Mr. Edwards, several said, joined Ralph Reed, the Republican strategist, in giving 
a presentation on the American election.  After Mr. Reed spoke about how Mr. 
Kerry was vulnerable on “values” Mr. Edwards presented a characteristically 
positive case for Mr. Kerry’s election, focusing on the insecurity of American 
workers that persists even when economic statistics turn north. 

In the prologue of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I documented that Mr. Reed’s boss, 
“conservative” Pat Robertson has unfortunately joined the gang banker funded global 
warming scam… 

Regularly attended by tycoons, politicians and diplomats in Europe and the 
United States, including Henry A. Kissinger, former secretary of state, and 



Richard N. Perle, the former head of the Defense Policy Board.  This year’s list 
also included Richard C. Holbrooke, the former United States ambassador to the 
United Nations, and, of course, Senator Edwards. 

Former participants have generally played down the conspiracy theories, saying 
the secrecy is merely designed to foster a climate of open debate, allowing the 
participants to speak their minds freely. 

Is this such a big deal?  Not if you’re establishment fish wrapper New York Slimes 
ummm Times, member of our “free and independent press”: 

Whatever else, the selection of Mr. Edwards as Mr. Kerry’s running mate seems 
to show that the Bilderberg delegates have an eye for a contender. 

But Democrats please take note: they do not always the winner.  This year’s 
delegate list showed that Giulio Tremonti attended as Italy’s minister of economy 
of finance: four weeks later, he resigned in a political dispute – perhaps not the 
best of omens for Senator Edwards.   

Ha ha ha this is no big deal you “petty bourgeoisie” out there in the “imbecile majority”.   
Especially if you’re Bilderberg heavyweight David Rockefeller whose lackeys include 
Trilateral Commission co-founder and Obama “advisor” Zbigniew Brzezinski or 
Bilderberg buddy and McCain “advisor” Henry Kissinger.  There’s your “REAL change” 
“pilgrims”: Rockefeller puppy-dog Brzezinski or Rockefeller lap dog Kissinger. 

Fast forward to June 2008.  It just so happens that another Bilderberg Conference 
allegedly took place here in The Late Great USA and anti-alive babies Barak (by the way 
doesn’t it bother anybody that this guy is so pro-abortion that he thinks it okay to let live 
babies die yet he wants to provide us “free” government health care by the same 
government that’s essentially out of money with this “Federal” “Reserve” scam thanks to 
David Rockefeller and the rest of the gang bankers many of whom in turn support 
population control which got its start in the 1920s as per the aforementioned Maggie 
Sanger and friends?) Obama and Queen Hillary were allegedly there.  I utilize the term 
“allegedly” because as per the previous New York Slimes umm Times article, remember 
the Slimes umm Times is no ally of the “conspiracy kooks” like yours truly, these things 
are “hardly a monument to transparency”.  Now obviously since our mainstream snews 
didn’t report on the Bilderberg Conference that allegedly took place on June 6-10, 2008 
in Chantilly, Virginia with the most powerful financial, political, media and academic 
people in the world one would probably need multiple sources to cite to establish that a 
Bilderberg Conference did indeed take place on the soil of the Late Great USA while our 
lap dog useless press stood by well like a bunch of useless lap dogs.  Let’s take a look at 
a few: 

The Bilderberg “Blackout”: The press corps noncoverage of that weekend 
conference in Chantilly, Va. (From Slate.com, June 9, 2008) 

About this time each year, the Bilderberg group convenes a weekend conference 
in a hotel or resort somewhere in North America or Europe in which 120 or so 
billionaires, bankers, politicians, industrialists, scholars, government officials, 



influentials from labor and education, and journalists assemble to discuss world 
affairs in private. 

…President John F. Kennedy drew heavily from Bilderberg alumni – Dean Rusk, 
George W. Ball, ….to staff his administration, and many Carter administration 
officials had attended the retreat. 

…The meeting of 120 prominent world figures probably constitutes some kind of 
news. Yet to be fair to the mainstream press, it’s tough to report from a private 
gathering locked down tight by professional security. 

Bilderberg organizers expect participants to keep the weekend’s discussions off-
the-record, stating in a press release this year that “the privacy of the meetings has 
no purpose other than to allow participants to speak their minds openly and 
freely.” Bilderberg isn’t the only international groups that asks participants to zip 
their lips.  The United Kingdom’s Chatham House enshrined such a rule in 1927, 
and similar requirements apply at some Council on Foreign Relations and Aspen 
Strategy Group meetings, just to name a few.   

…Just last month Barak Obama tapped a prominent Bilderberger, James A. 
Johnson, to vet possible vice presidential candidates.  Johnson provided similar 
veep vetting for the Democratic Party in 2004…Johnson helped Walter Mondale 
pick a veep nominee in 1984. 

Who is Jim Johnson? 

I’ll pick it up from here.  He was Barak “Change” Obama’s campaign financial advisor/ 
VP “vetter” until the “The One” (who doesn’t know anything about racist American 
hating Reverend Wright, Communist Saul Alinsky, Communist bomb thrower William 
Ayers, Communist Frank Marshall Davis, convicted foreign nation felon/neighbor in a 
shady land deal Tony Rezko, this punk governor of Illinois) had to deep six the guy due 
to nefarious activities associated with Fannie Mae which he was in charge of in the recent 
past. 

Let’s see here. 

New World Order Gathering Off-Limits to American Media (From 
Newsblaze.com, June 10, 2008) 

They came, they met and they conquered – at least “they” conquered America’s 
pliant mainstream press. 

Over 140 of the world’s most elite powerbrokers gathered in a high class hotel in 
Chantilly, Virginia, June 5-8, not far from this nation’s capital for the annual 
Bilderberg Conference. 

In a rare moment of public relations, an anonymous group affiliated with the 
ultra-secretive Bilderbergs, called Friends of Bilderberg, issued a list of power 
elites invited to this year’s conference. The list included American Secretary of 



State Rice, Secretary of the Treasury Paulson, National Security Agency Director 
Alexander, World Bank Zoellick, Fed Chairman Bernake, NY Fed President 
Geithner, along with Henry Kissinger, David Rockefeller, George Schultz, 
Richard Perle, Paul Wolfowitz, and Richard Holbrooke, as well as major 
European politicians, bankers and businessmen.  All the major corporations, the 
royal houses of Europe, and representatives of the media, such as Donald Graham 
of the Washington Post and Paul Gigot of PBS, were invited.  Yet, not one photo 
or word documenting the event showed up in the mainstream media, despite a 
howling blogosophere rife with rumors that Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama 
secretly attended.   

Let’s see some of the group’s goals, according to this article: 

Centralize control of people – eliminate the middle class, leaving only rulers, their 
helpers and workers. 

 De-industrialize industrialized nations 

 Reduce human populations around the globe 

 Empower the UN to bring nations under control 

 Centralize control of all education 

No wonder these criminal gang bankers and friends want to have “frank and open 
discussion” without any input from the “imbecile majority”.  Let’s just breeze through a 
few more headlines since these are getting boring… 

Largest gathering of wealth and power ever assembled on American soil off-
limits to American media (bilderbergbook.com, 6/10/08) 

Secret Bilderberg Agenda to Microchip Americans Leaked (prisonplanet.com, 
6/10/08) 

Bilderberg Conference Announces 2008 Conference (biz.yahoo.com, 6/5/08) 

This last source is interesting since it isn’t off the usual “conspiracy kook” websites.  
What this “conspiracy theorist” found most intriguing is this article from WorldNet 
Daily.com.  What’s great about this site is that besides a host of well-known authors and 
reporters is they have a White House correspondent. As such, they let questions fly about 
everything the rest of the snews won’t ask even if it doesn’t get coverage beyond their 
own website thanks to our “pliant press”.   Anyway, this article was particularly 
fascinating as it states that Queen Hillary and The One were in attendance, allegedly of 
course since the mainstream snews was well snoozing as usual, on the first night of the 
four day conference.  Notice the post date here of June 7; the dates of the alleged 
conference were June 6-10, 2008. Therefore, our two “Progressive” for the restive of us 
lovelies were allegedly in attendance on day one (we’ll just cover the juicy details and 
see if you can spot the figurative middle finger from “THEM” to us “pilgrims” out here 
in the “imbecile majority”): 



Obama, Clinton stay mum on Bilderberg conference; Feinstein claims pair were 
meeting at her home, campaign declines to ‘get into all the details’ 
(WorldNetDaily.com, June 7, 2008) 

WASHINGTON – Sen. Barack Obama ditched his unsuspecting press entourage 
yesterday to attend a secretive meeting with Sen. Hillary Clinton. 

Obama’s spokesman Robert Gibbs confirmed Clinton and Obama met but 
declined to inform the press of the location of the meeting.  However, it was 
reportedly not held at Clinton’s Washington home.  Hillary’s spokesman also 
declined to give the location of the rendezvous.   

Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., told Fox News the two candidates met at her 
house in Washington.  Feinstein said she was working upstairs while Clinton and 
Obama sat by her fireplace. 

Okay, okay, think about this one.  This loony Senator from the loon state of California, 
who made WorldNet’s “Top 10 Most Ignored Stories in 2007” for being on something 
called the “Senate Defense Construction Appropriations Committee” while her hubby 
had a direct interest in the outcome as he owned two defense subcontracting companies, 
is upstairs reading “Gone With the Wind” while Hillary and The One are in her living 
room drinking hot cocoa with marshmallows…in June.  This is only speculation on this 
“conspiracy theorist’s” part since our “pliant press” wasn’t allowed to follow these three 
this night and inform the “imbecile majority”.   

Asked if Obama attended more than one meeting last night, Gibbs declined to 
“get into all the details”.  

Speculation about the pair meeting yesterday began when reporters traveling with 
Obama arrived at Dulles International Airport, in Northern Virginia, to find 
Obama was not aboard the plane, as was scheduled.  

Reporters traveling with Obama sensed something might be happening between 
the pair when they arrived at Dulles International Airport after an event in 
Northern Virginia and Obama was not aboard the plane,” the Associated Press 
reported.   

Members of the press were outraged over the way Obama’s campaign organizers 
covered up the meeting.  Reporters were led to believe they would be getting on a 
plane back to Obama’s campaign headquarters in Chicago with the senator.  But 
while they were in the airport, the presidential candidate remained in the area for 
a secret meeting.   

Asked at the time about the Illinois senator’s whereabouts, Gibbs smiled and 
declined to comment,” the AP report continued. 

Hmm.  Birth certificate: sealed.  Academic records from Occidental University, 
Columbia University, Harvard Law School: sealed.  Illinois State Senate records: sealed 
(except of course we do know he’s eugenics/population control to the max with Born 



Alive Infant Abortion Protection Act that is even too extreme for something called the 
National Abortion Rights Action League).  Time in the Senate: spent campaigning for 
Brzezinski/Rockefeller lackey umm President.  Ah probably nothing here, it’s not as if 
he’s running for “Leader of the (alleged) free world” or anything.   

Let’s continue. 

 The meeting is private in order to encourage frank and open discussion. 

Attendees at the Bilderberg conference included Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice, former Senate majority leader Daschle and Ben Bernake, the chairman of 
the board of governors from the Federal Reserve. 

Hillary Clinton is no stranger to Bilderberg.  Bill Clinton attended the 1991 
meeting in Germany shortly before he was elected in president.  According to 
reports, he attended again in 1999 when the meeting was held in Sintra, Portugal, 
and Hillary herself may have attended the 2006 meeting in Ottawa, Canada. 

Why were we not told about this meeting until we were on the plane, the doors 
were shut and the plane was about to taxi to take off?” one reporter asked Obama 
spokesman Gibbs in a heated exchange caught on camera by CNN. 

Senator Obama had a desire to do some meetings, others had a desire to meet with 
him tonight in a private way  

(you know hot cocoa and marshmallows by the fire place…in June) 

 and that is what they are doing,” Gibbs replied.  

Is there more than one meeting, is there more than one person with whom he is 
meeting?” asked another reporter. 

“I am not going to get into all the details of the meeting,” Gibbs replied. 

Obama’s spokesman explained the Clinton meeting was not planned in advance, 
and it was a last minute decision to attend.  

Huh. Hopefully you remember SCREW YOU PROLES AND PILGRIMS WE ARE 
THEY AND WE RULE from the “They Live” link on the home page.  What else is there 
to say? 

Well maybe we can see if maybe, just maybe, our mainstream snews like “The facts, 
nothing but the facts” and so-called “conservative” FOX sNEWS picked up on this 
conglomeration of ELITE TREASONOUS SELL-OUTS who dialog in private to have 
“frank and open discussion”.  A simple FOX sNEWS search of stories on their web site 
on June 9, 2008 turned up 1 that’s one as in uno as in singular story from…August 22, 
2007.  Just a hunch but let’s see if “we don’t back down from anybody” FOX sNEWS 
(whose owner “conservative” Ruport Murdoch is an alleged attendee at the alleged 
Bilderberg conference) finds it more important to report on a full fledged member of the 
Hollywood Bimbo Brigade (I believe Britney Spears is the field general) like say Lindsay 



Lohan.   Well a simple FOX sNEWS search yields…535 stories on Private Lohan of the 
Hollywood Bimbo Brigade.  Now according to my math, “We report, you decide” FOX 
sNEWS is 535 times more concerned about Ms. Lohan’s antics than say eco wacko 
funding elites like Henry Kissinger and David Rockefeller discussing their genocidal 
plans and the “security issue” of global warming (climate change?) for us out here in the 
“imbecile majority”.   Well maybe major snews source Associated Press (AP) who is 
cited in snews stories from sea to shining sea has something since one of their reporters 
is quoted in the above WorldNetDaily.com report.  Search results of the AP site on June 
9, 2008 turned up…drum roll please…0 as in zero as in NOTHING.  Now a CNN search 
turns up 30,300 stories…on the rest of the internet.  Their search engine must dump onto 
the main Google search so “conspiracy theorist” websites like worldnetdaily.com and 
infowars.com turn up but nothing from CNN… 

But what does CNN.com have on June 9, 2008? A thinly veiled mockery of the 
“conspiracy kooks” like yours truly with a story entitled “The people who control the 
world”.  The Bilderbergs get mentioned along with another group (another link by the 
way) known as Bohemian Grove. But it’s kind of a nice, safe story to calm the “imbecile 
majority” back to SLEEP and CONFORMITY as THEY meet to have “frank and open 
discussion” as the following passage indicates (from CNN.com, June 9, 2008): 

“I think you get renaissances of conspiracy theories during times of great political 
upheaval,” he says.  The first, he observes, was during the Industrial Revolution, 
when suspicion centered on covert plotters in secret rooms (an update of the 
Middle Agers’ fear of Jews and moneymen).  Then came the Cold War, and the 
plotters became Communists.  Now conspiracy theorists have seized on 
globalization, and their boogeymen are industrialists. 

Ironically, adds Ronson, to a large extent the world is out conspiracy theorists’ 
control.  After all, conspiracy theorists tend to be fearful, less educated, less tied 
to the power structure.  Meanwhile, the leaders of corporations and countries do 
meet as part of conferences sponsored by organizations such as the Trilateral 
Commisstion and the Bilderberg Group. 

Look my friends what this article is saying is yeah these groups exist but don’t worry 
“imbecile majority” STAY ASLEEP. DON’T QUESTION AUTHORITY. CONFORM. 
CONSUME. NO INDEPENDENT THOUGHT.  OBEY.  Of course the elite Ted 
population control/friend of David Rockefeller Turner owned CNN is admitting to the 
existence of said groups but just like those evil Commies it’s no big deal.  Hopefully if 
you’ve read “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” or at least read most of the other links on 
this website you’ve put on your “sunglasses” and can see through this ruse like this 
“conspiracy theorist”.  If not well just bury your head in the sand and go along with the 
“pliant press” like CNN and FOX sNEWS and listen to their “experts” along with the 
economic “experts”, clowns, unicyclists and jugglers on C(ircus)NBC. 

Wait, what’s this, another story by eugenics Ted Turner owned CNN?  Well I’ll be… 

Clinton endorses Obama, calls for party unity (CNN.com 6/9/08) 



Story Highlights 

NEW: Sen. Obama: “I am thrilled and honored to have Sen. Clinton’s support” 

Clinton says, “I ask all of you to join me in working” for Barack Obama 

Clinton camp says 6,000 signed up to attend speech 

Analysts say Clinton must choose next steps carefully 

All of sudden Hillary, who was still very much in the race at this point, “suddenly” drops 
out of the “race” for “the leader of the free world” within 2 days of the private Bilderberg 
conference that has “frank and open discussion”.  Call this “conspiracy theorist” crazy 
but in the months prior to this Queen Hillary was throwing words like “slum lord” at 
“The One” along with discussing his associations with convicted foreign national felon 
Tony Rezko not to mention the whole 3 AM experience thing and woila Obama really is 
“The One”?   And he returns the love because we have to get those raspy Republicans 
who are about one notch above these manipulated morons (and that’s being generous) on 
the despicable meter. Ummm… 

Let’s review Anti-alive babies “Christian” Barak’s list of advisors that reads like a 
veritable list of gang banker Bilderberg elite types who like to meet in private for “frank 
and open discussion” (Bilderberg = B, Trilateral Commission = TC, Council on Foreign 
Relations = CFR): 

Timothy Geithner, Treasury Secretary (B, TC, CFR) Current President of the 
most powerful branch of the fake “Fed” right here in Mystery, Babylon. 

Paul Volcker, Economic Recovery Advisory Board (B, TC, CFR) Now this elitist 
gang banker is an interesting character and a re-tread from disgraceful Jimmy 
Carter’s debacle.  He was in charge of the “Fed” during the massive inflation and 
interest hikes under the Peanut clown from Georgia but he “fought” inflation like 
some kind of super-hero according to the clown according to “experts” at places 
like CircusNBC.   And he was chairman of something called Rothschild 
Wolfensohn Company (in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” it was documented tht 
the name Rothschild has been dead center of the “conspiracy” for the emergent 
“New World Order” for several hundred years) and long time associate of the Al 
Capone of the American gang bankers, the Rockefeller family. 

Lawrence Summers, National Economic Council (B, TC, CFR) He was treasury 
secretary during the missile technology selling Clinton Bilderberg presidency and 
served on the aforementioned gang bankers’ World Bank, IMF, “think tank” (or 
THOUGHT CONTROL) Brookings Institute, elitist Progressive for the restive of 
us Harvard excuse me HAAARVARD University and associate of banksta 
parasite David Rockefeller. 

Well we’ll just breeze through some more. 

Hillary Clinton, Secretary of State (B, TC, CFR) 



Joseph Biden, Vice President (B, CFR) 

Bill Richardson, Commerce Secretary (B, CFR) 

Robert Gates, Defense Secretary (B, CFR) 

Tom Daschle, Secretary of Health, (B, CFR) 

Janet Napolitano, Director of Homeland Security (CFR) 

Gen. James L. Jones, National Security Advisor (B, TC) 

Susan Rice, Ambassador to the UN (CFR).  She was also a Rhodes scholar, as in 
Cecil Rhodes who wanted the world to be some kind of Anglophile playground 
based on Plato’s “Great Society” hidden in the “Great Mysteries”….  

In conclusion, fish wrapper/liberal rag of the elites New York Slimes umm Times ran a 
story on June 6, 2008 entitled “Obabam Moves to Next Phase as Clinton Douses Talk of 
Ticket”.  Let’s see here…the story is authored in Bristol, Virginia so we know the two 
sell out megalomaniacal lackey hypocrites for “change” umm Democratic Presidential 
candidates were in the neighborhood of the alleged Bilderberg Conference in Chantilly.  
Hmm…the word “Bilderberg” is nowhere to be found…Let’s see here… 

A day after her campaign said she would end her quest for the presidential 
nomination, Mrs. Clinton disavowed an effort by her supporters to pressure Mr. 
Obama into choosing her as his running mate.  She said that they were acting on 
their own and that the decision was “Senator Obama’s and his alone”. 

The meeting between the two former rivals in Washington was initiated by Mrs. 
Clinton after Mr. Obama spent the day in Virginia, a state symbolic of his efforts 
to expand the Democratic outreach. 

Okay, I’m going to barf.  Of course we can choose pasty old white guy and David 
Rockefeller/Henry Kissinger lap dog McCain for an “alternative” but of course “The 
One” phoned McCain after the alleged Bilderberg meeting and "Aides described the brief 
telephone call as a cordial conversation, with both men pledging to have a civil 
discussion over the next five months”. 

Now don’t worry like CNN alluded to, everything will be fine, nice, “pliant” “imbecile 
majority”  

OBEY CONFORM SLEEP SNEWS… 

(Note: to see the expanse of the international memberships of this thing, do a key word 
search for Bilderberg on the WorldNetDaily.com web site) 

 


